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The set of division algebras central and finite dimensional over a field F
Ž .are nicely parameterized by the Brauer group Br F , which is naturally
2Ž  .isomorphic to the Galois cohomology group H G , F . Since the latterF sep
is an arithmetic invariant, the theory of F ’s division algebras and Brauer
group is a reflection of F ’s arithmetic complexity. This invariant is so
sensitive, however, that a good theory is rarely tractable. This paper treats
the strictly henselian case, in characteristic zero, by reducing the problem
to linear algebra involving the group of alternate matrices over .
A good theory’s first task is to provide a reasonable description of each
Brauer class. Then it should be able to find a presentation for a given
class’s underlying division algebra and to understand the class’s splitting
behaior with respect to cohomological restriction and corestriction. This
amounts to a determination of Br as a functor. The usual reasonable
Brauer class description is the presentation of a representative central
simple F-algebra. That is, by Wedderburn’s theorem, the presentation of a
matrix ring over the underlying division algebra.
Suppose F is strictly henselian. For example, F could be the Amitsur
field of iterated power series
 t t  t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n
This field was instrumental in Amitsur’s noncrossed product construction
 A and in Saltman’s discovery of indecomposable division algebras with
 unequal exponent and index Sa . Assume F has characteristic zero residue
1 Research supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9973129.
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field and rank n value group. Then
nŽ .2Br F   .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Each pq corresponds to a central simple symbol algebra 0.1 . A
reasonable starting point, then, is a set of fractions a , 1 i ji j
 n, and the problem is to find a presentation for this class’s underlying
division algebra, to compute its F-dimension, and to compute its image
under restriction and corestriction, directly from these fractions.
nŽ . Ž .Since is also the rank of the additive group of n n alternate2
Ž . Ž . Ž .matrices, Br F Alt  , and the a define an alternate matrix a .n i j i j
ŽThough the order of an alternate matrix’s determinant suitably defined
.for this situation and the dimension of an F-division algebra are measures
of size, it seems roseate at first to hope that they are connected. Suspi-
ciously, however, both are always squares. The square root of an alternate
matrix’s determinant is called the pfaffian; the square root of an F-division
algebra’s dimension is called the index.
Theorem 2 below shows that the order of a determinant is in fact the
dimension of the corresponding F-division algebra, so that the order of a
Ž .pfaffian equals the index. Moreover, other questions about Br F are
Ž .naturally resolved by standard linear algebra manipulations on Alt  .n
Ž .Restriction, corestriction, and base change on Br F correspond to suit-
Ž .able congruence transformations on Alt  . A presentation for an
class’s underlying division algebra is obtained by block diagonalizing the
corresponding alternate matrix. For an example of the index formula,
suppose n 6, and A is the tensor product of the symbol algebras
Ž . pi jt , t , where i j. Set a  p q . Then the index of A is thei j q i j i j i ji j
Ž . Ž .least common multiple of the order mod of the a i j , the degree 4i j
Ž .pfaffians a a 	 a a 
 a a i j k l , and the degree 6 pfaffiani j k l ik jl i l jk
a a a 	 a a a 
 a a a 	 a a a 
 a a a 	 a a a12 34 56 12 35 46 12 36 45 13 24 56 13 25 46 13 26 45

 a a a 	 a a a 
 a a a 
 a a a 	 a a a14 23 56 14 25 36 14 26 35 15 23 46 15 24 36
	 a a a 
 a a a 	 a a a 
 a a a .15 26 34 16 25 34 16 24 35 16 23 45
The standard reference for the theory of totally and tamely ramified
 division algebras is TW . These results do not depend on the main results
there. They can be derived from them, but to do so requires essentially as
much work as the direct proofs presented here.
 Tignol and Wadsworth’s approach in TW is fundamentally different.
ŽTo study the structure of a central simple F-algebra A F strictly
.  henselian , they exploit A’s armature, an abelian subgroup of A F
 introduced in T that generalizes the relative value group of a valued
division algebra. To operate on the armature they define a valuation-in-
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duced homomorphism and a symplectic pairing. By their Proposition 4.2,
an F-division algebra is completely determined by its value group and
Ž .symplectic pairing. Their main theorem over strictly henselian fields ,
Theorem 4.3, shows how to find these invariants for A’s underlying
division algebra, given the armature and symplectic pairing for A. The
division algebra’s dimension and presentation are easily derived from this
data.
The method presented here for finding the division algebra underlying a
Ž .given A or Brauer class is more elementary, involving only the standard
Ž .block diagonalization of the alternate matrix a . On the other hand,i j
 TW ’s approach seems better suited to studying A’s internal algebra
structure. The approach here is really about the Brauer group. The
 beautiful index formula of Theorem 2 below has no analogue in TW .
They did not attempt to derive an index formula in terms of A’s defining
parameters.
 This paper owes a large debt to Tignol and Wadsworth TW . The proof
of Theorem 1 was initially based on their index formula, Theorem 4.3. The
author thanks Wadsworth for indicating a direct proof of Theorem 1 and
for greatly simplifying the proof of Theorem 2.
0. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
For general reference on central simple algebras and the Brauer group,
     see R and Se . For the theory over henselian valued fields, see JW and
 TW .
Let F be strictly, henselian, with rank n value group    n,F
valuation v, and characteristic zero residue field. F strict means F ’s
residue field is algebraically closed. Let    be ’s divisible hull,
with induced total ordering. Call s, t F  independent uniformizers if their
ŽŽ .. ŽŽ ..values form part of a basis for . For example, let F t  t , let1 n
n Ž m1 m n.   with reverse lexicographic order, define v t  t 1 n
Ž .  4m , . . . , m , and let t , . . . , t be a basis of uniformizers. Then  1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .n    .
Let K be an algebraic F-field extension or an F-division algebra. Since
F is henselian, v extends uniquely to a valuation v on K. The relative value
 group   is finite, of order equal to the dimension K : F . ViewK F
  as a subgroup of  .K F F
Let  be F ’s root of unity group. Let    be the subgroup of qthF q F
roots of unity. Fix an identification between  and , and let  beF q
the primitive root of unity corresponding to 1q. Let G denote theF
 absolute Galois group of F. By TW, Proposition 1.4 , G is abelian. LetF
Ž .  Br F denote the Brauer group of F. Let A denote the Brauer class of a
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Ž . Ž .central simple algebra A. Let ind A and exp A denote A’s index and
exponent, respectively.
Ž . pA symbol algebra of degree q is a central simple F-algebra s, t , whereq
s, t F , p, q, and
p a bs, t  Fu Ž . q Ý
0a , bq	1
uq s,  q t p 0.1Ž .
uu	1	1   .q
 By Sa, Lemma 2.1 , every F-division algebra is an F-tensor product of
symbol algebras. Saltman’s clever elementary argument uses only the fact
 that G is abelian. An important consequence proved earlier in Sch isF
that every F-Brauer class is a sum of symbol algebra classes, or symbols.
 This can quickly be proved by Witt’s theorem Se, Chap. XII when the
valuation on F is an iteration of discrete henselian valuations, as when F
is an Amitsur field.
Ž . p  Ž .  Ž p .  Ž p.  In the Brauer group, s, t  p s, t  s , t  s, t Se,q q q q
 Ž . p Ž p. Ž p .Chap. XIV . Therefore s, t  s, t  s , t , since all have degree q.q q q
LEMMA 0.2. Suppose F is strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
field.
Ž . Ž .i If s and t are independent uniformizers of F and gcd p, q  1,
Ž . p ² Ž . Ž . :pthen s, t is a diision algebra, and   v s q, v t q 
  .q Ž s, t . Fq
Ž .ii If D and D are F-diision algebras and      , then1 2 D D F1 2
D  D is a diision algebra.1 F 2
Ž .  Proof. Statement ii is part of Extension Lemma 1.6 in TW . Since
Ž . Ž . p  gcd p, q  1, the exponent of s, t is q by Lemma 2.3 of Sa , and sinceq
Ž . pthe degree is already q, the index is also q, hence s, t is a divisionq
algebra. The value group computation is immediate from the symbol’s
Ž .presentation 0.1 and the fact that the value of a sum of distinctly valued
terms equals the minimum term value.
1. ALTERNATE MATRICES AND THE BRAUER GROUP
 By TW, Proposition 1.4 , the Kummer pairing induces a perfect pairing
1  G  Ž . F qq
1 1Ž .leading to a canonical isomorphism  H G ,  . The cupF qq
11 1Ž . Ž .product on H G ,  H G ,      defines a mapF q F q q
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2Ž .into H G ,  , the Brauer group’s q-torsion subgroup. Since the cupF q
product here is anticommutative, the map factors through the exterior
1 Ž   .product   . See Remark 4.11 of TW . Taking direct limitsq
yields the explicit map
    Br FŽ . Ž . 
1.1Ž .p
v s  v t  pq s, t .Ž . Ž . Ž . q
This map, essentially the Galois symbol, is an isomorphism: It is surjective
Ž .since Br F is generated by symbols, and it is injective by an easy norm
argument.
 4  4 Let e , . . . , e be a basis of . Let t , . . . , t  F be the correspond-1 n 1 n
 Ž . Ž .ing basis of uniformizers of F , so v t  e . Then 1.1 becomesi i
    Br FŽ . Ž . 
1.2Ž .p
e  e  pq t , t .Ž .i j i j q
Ž .A matrix a is alternate if a 	a and a  0 for all 1 i, j n.i j i j ji i i
Ž .Let Alt  be the group of alternate degree n matrices with values inn
  4 Ž .. Let e 	 e 1 i j n be a basis, that is, a basis for Alt i j ji n
Ž . Ž . Ž .extended via the isomorphism Alt    Alt  . Define an n
map
   Alt Ž . Ž .  n
1.3Ž .
e  e  pq pq e 	 e .Ž . Ž .i j i j ji
Ž . Ž .This is clearly an isomorphism. 1.2 and 1.3 together yield an isomor-
phism
inv : Br F Alt Ž . Ž .F n
1.4Ž .p pt , t  e 	 e .Ž .Ž .i j i j jiqq
The next lemma shows that uniformizer base change and scalar exten-
Ž . Ž .sion on Br F correspond to congruence transformation on Alt  .n
SUBSTITUTION LEMMA 1.5. Suppose F is strictly henselian with character-
 4istic 0 residue field. Let u , . . . , u be independent uniformizers for a finite1 n
Ž .  4possibly triial extension KF, and let f , . . . , f be the corresponding1 n
Ž .basis of  . Let PGL  be the matrix defined oer  byK n 
t  u pi j 1.6Ž .Łj i
i
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   Ž .  Ž .so that e Ý p f Pf . Then K : F  det P . Let Q q j i i j i j i j
Ž .GL  be P’s inerse, so thatn
u  t qi j . 1.7Ž .Łj i
i
Ž . Ž . Ž . p Then the restriction map res : Br F  Br K expresses t , t as aF K i j q
Ž . r  Ž .sum of symbols u , u , using the substitution 1.6 . P induces the mapi j s
t Ž . Ž . tAP AP on Alt  ia 1.3 , where P is P’s transpose. Thus then
following diagram commutes,
invF Ž . Ž .Br F Alt n
 
tres Ž .F  K P  P
Ž . Ž .Br K Alt  .ninvK Ž .1.8
r ru , u  f 	 f .Ž . Ž .i j i j jiss
Proof. Since the u form a basis, the columns of Q form a basis of thei
value group  , and   measures the degree of KF. A diagonaliza-K K F
 4tion of Q over  has form diag y , y , . . . , y , 1, . . . , 1 . Since this gives1 2 r
another basis of  , each y  has numerator 1. The degree of KFK i
Ž . 	1is thus the absolute value of the denominator of det Q . Since P Q ,
 Ž . d det P .
Ž .The proof of 1.8 is a routine computation. The point is to show that if
Ž . te 	 e P f 	 f P , then the map e  e  e 	 e sends f  f toi j ji i j ji i j i j ji i j
f 	 f . Computei j ji
e  e Pf Pf  p f  p fÝ Ýi j i j k i k l j l
k l
 p p f  f 
 p p f  fÝ k i l j k l l i k j l k
kl
 p p 	 p p f  f .Ž .Ý k i l j l i k j k l
kl
On the other hand, check that
e 	 e P f 	 f P t p p 	 p p f 	 fŽ . Ž .Ž . Ýi j ji i j ji k i l j k j l i k l lk
kl
Ž . Ž . r as desired. In the new bases, 1.2 maps f  f  rs to u , u , andi j i j s
r rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1.3 maps f  f  rs to f 	 f . Therefore 1.4 maps u , u toi j i j ji i j ss
r Ž .f 	 f . This completes the proof.i j jis
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Ž . Ž .Remark 1.9. If K F, then P is actually in GL  , and 1.8 ex-n
Ž . Ž . Ž .presses the resulting basis change on Br F and Alt  given by 1.6n
Ž .and 1.7 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.10. Let AAlt  . There exists a basis for Alt  inn n
which A is a direct sum of l nonzero alternate 2 2 blocks. More precisely,
Ž .there exists a PGL  such thatn
l ritP AP  f 	 f ,Ž .Ý 2 i	1 2 i 2 i 2 i	1sii1
where s s if i j, and the s are uniquely determined.j i i
Proof. Assume A is nonzero, otherwise the statement is trivial. View
Ž . Ž .A a Alt  as the matrix with respect to the standard basis ofi j n
n ² : t nthe alternate form on  defined by x, y  x A y for all x, y  . Then
² : ² :a  e , e , and , ’s image is contained in the subgroup of i j i j
generated by the a . Now use a slight modification of the standard methodi j
n  of changing  ’s standard basis to block diagonalize A, as follows Jn, 6.2 .
Induct on the degree n. The n 1, 2 cases are trivial. Suppose n 2.
Claim 1. There exist two basis elements f and f of n such that1 2
² : ² :f , f generates , ’s image in . Set   a e 
 
a e 1 2 i i2 2 in n
nŽ .   4   for i 1, . . . , n. Since A is alternate, lcm   A ; hence byi i
  group theory  plus some linear combination of  through  has order1 1 n
  A . Set r  1, and for i 2, . . . , n, pick r   such that r  
 
r 1 i 1 1 n n
    4 b e 
 
b e has order A . Note b Ý r a . Now lcm b 2 2 n n j i1 i i j j j
 A . Set s  1, and for j 3, . . . , n, pick s   such that s b 
 
s b2 j 2 2 n n
     has order A . That is, Ý Ý r s a  A . Now let f Ý r e andj2 i1 i j i j 1 i1 i i
f Ý s e . Compute2 j2 j j
² :f , f  r s a .Ý Ý1 2 i j i j
j2 i1
² :    ² :Since f , f  A , each a is a multiple of f , f , hence the latter1 2 i j 1 2
² :  4generates , ’s image. Since r  s  1, f , f , e , . . . , e is a basis for1 2 1 2 3 n
n. This proves Claim 1.
 Let f and f be as in Claim 1, U f 
 f , and U  x1 2 1 2
n ² : 4 x, U  0 .
n  n ² :Claim 2.  U
U . Suppose x  . By Claim 1, f , x 1
² : ² : ² :m f , f and x, f m f , f for some m , m  . Let y x	1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
² : ² : ² : ² :m f 	m f . Compute f , y  f , x 	m f , f  0 and y, f 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
² : ² :  y, f 	m f , f  0. Conclude yU ; hence xU




 4  4 nAlready f , f is a basis for U; let f , . . . , f be a basis for  	U. Let1 2 3 n
Ž .QGL  be the inverse of the basis change matrix, so f  Qe forn i i
² : Ž . t Ž . tŽ t . t ² :each i. Then f , f  Qe A Qe  e Q AQ e , so Q AQ is , ’si j i j i j
matrix with respect to the new basis. By Claim 2, n	U is a quotient of
 t ² :Ž .U , Q AQ is a direct sum of the alternate degree 2 block f , f e 	 e1 2 12 21
   of order A and a degree n	 2 block of order dividing A .
Ž .By induction, there exists some RGL  transforming the de-n	2
gree n	 2 block to a direct sum of alternate degree 2 blocks, with the
order of each block dividing the order of the preceding block. Then
Ž . t Ž . t Ž .R J RGL  extends R to Q AQ, and Q R A Q R is alter-2 n
Ž . t Ž .nate degree 2 block diagonal. Now let P Q R GL  , and viewn
Ž . t Ž . ŽP  P as a basis change matrix on Alt  , so that e 	 e P f 	n i j ji i j
. tf P . Thenji
l ritP AP  f 	 f , 1.11Ž . Ž .Ý 2 i	1 2 i 2 i 2 i	1sii1
where l is some number less than or equal to n2. Reduce the rs , theni i
s s when i j. Uniqueness of the s is a consequence of the classificationj i i
theorem for finite abelian groups by rank and invariants. For A’s row
Ž .nspace is a finite abelian subgroup of  , and congruence transforma-
Ž . Ž .ntion by an element of GL  defines an automorphism of  . The sn i
are evidently the usual uniquely determined group invariants.
The numerators in Lemma 1.10 can be pinned down further using
subtler transformations, as follows. This will not be needed in the rest of
the paper.
PROPOSITION 1.12. In the situation of Lemma 1.10, the numerator r ini
A’s alternate 2-block form can be chosen so that
Ž .a r  1 for each i, if 2 l n, andi
Ž . Ž .b r  1 for i l and r  s2 is a unit mod s if 2 l n.i l l l
Proof. Choose each r between 0 and s . The idea is to show that, ini i
degree 3 and 4, the northwest block of any alternate degree 2 block
diagonal matrix can be multiplied by an arbitrary unit modulo the order of
the matrix. The congruence transformation involved is invertible over .
To finish, apply induction, working from northwest to southeast.
r r1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Let A f 	 f 
 f 	 f . Let x  be a unit mod s , and12 21 34 43 1s s1 2
Ž .let y  be the inverse of x mod s . Let m  be such that mr s 1 1 1
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r s . Set2 2
x 0 x	 1 0
0 1 0 0
T GL  .Ž .41	 xy 0 1	 xy
 y 0	 00 	mxy
my 0 1
Compute
xr yr1 2tT AT  f 	 f 
 f 	 f M  .Ž . Ž . Ž .12 21 34 43 4s s1 2
r1 Ž .Let A f 	 f , and set12 21s1
x 0 x	 1
0 1 0T  GL  .Ž .3	 01	 xy 0 1	 xy
 y
Compute
xr1tT A T   f 	 f M  .Ž . Ž .12 21 3s1
Now suppose A has the block form of Lemma 1.10. Induce on the number
l of degree 2 blocks. If l 1 and n 2, r can be replaced by r using1 1
Ž .congruence transformation by any element of GL  that has determi-2
nant 	1. Since r  s 2 or 	r  s 2, the result holds. If l 1 and1 1 1 1
Ž . tn 2, then A can be brought into the desired form using T   T  .
For the general case, assume n 2 and l 1. Assume the first l	 1
Ž . tblocks are in the desired form. If 2 l n, apply T  T to the last two
blocks to replace r by 1 and r by yr . Replace the latter by its negative,l	1 l l
Ž . tif necessary, to bring A into the desired form. If 2 l n, first apply T  T
Ž . Ž . tto the last two nonzero blocks as in the 2 l n case, then apply T   T 
to the degree 3 block with the lth block in its northwest corner, with
Ž .x 1r mod s . Then r becomes 1, as desired.l l l
Ž .The congruence transformation required to put 1.11 into the form
Ž . Ž . tdescribed by a and b is invertible over . Thus some P AP has the
desired form.
DEFINITION 1.13. Call an alternate 2 2 block diagonal matrix P AP t
Ž .as in Lemma 1.10 a 2-block form for AAlt  .n
THEOREM 1. Suppose F is strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
  Ž .field. Let A be a central simple F-algebra with class A  Br F . Let
Ž . Ž .   Ž .A inv A Alt  be A ’s alternate matrix under 1.4 .F n
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rit lŽ . Ž .i Let DP AP Ý f 	 f be a 2-block form fori1 2 i	1 2 i 2 i	1 2 isi
Ž . qi j Ž . 	1A, for some PGL  . Let u Ł t , where q P . Then then j i i i j
l Ž . r iF-diision algebra underlying A is D u , u .2 i	1 2 i si1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .  'ii Let  A denote A’s row space. Then ind A   A .Ž .
Ž .Proof. The diagonalizing matrix PGL  exists by Lemma 1.10. Byn
Ž . t Ž .Substitution Lemma 1.5, the basis change P  P on Alt  is in-n
duced by the basis change P on , expressing the e in terms of a newi
 4 Ž . Ž .basis f , . . . , f . By Lemma 1.5, the isomorphism Alt   Br F1 n n
maps P AP t to
l
r i A  u , u .Ž .Ý s2 i	1 2 i i
i1
Ž . r iSet D  u , u . Since u and u are independent uniformizers,i 2 i	1 2 i s 2 i	1 2 ii
Ž .and gcd r , s  1, by Lemma 0.2, D is a division algebra of index s , andi i i i
Ž .since v u  f ,j j
² :  f  1s , f  1s 
      .Ž .D 2 i	1 i 2 i i F Fi
Since the f are independent generators,      , hence D  j D D F 1i j
Ž .D is a division algebra by Lemma 0.2, underlying A. This proves i .l
D’s index equals its degree 	 s . Since D is in 2-block form, its rowi i
space has order equal to the product of the orders of each row, hence
2 Ž .  Ž .  ' D Ł s , hence ind D   D . Congruence transformationŽ .i i
performs elementary row and column operations on its object, hence
Ž . Ž . A ’s order equals that of  D . This completes the proof.
Ž .Remark 1.14. If the surjectivity of the map 1.1 is justified cohomologi-
cally by Scharlau’s or Witt’s theorem instead of by Saltman’s result that all
F-division algebras are tensor products of symbol algebras, then Saltman’s
result is recovered using Theorem 1, and it follows that all central simple
F-algebras are tensor products of symbol algebras.
 Draxl proved this result more generally in D for totally and tamely
ramified division algebras over any henselian field. On the other hand,
Saltman’s proof works for all such algebras whose subfields are all Kum-
Ž .mer Galois , a condition that always holds over henselian valued fields by
 TW, Proposition 3.1 .
Saltman’s result is needed to show that every central simple F-algebra
 has an armature in the proof of the index formula Theorem 4.3 in TW .
Example 1.15. Suppose  has rank four. Let
2 3 5A t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 42 4 3 4 6 2
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Ž .The matrix A inv A isF
0 12 14 23
	12 0 34 56
A .	14 	34 0 12	 0	23 	56 	12 0
By Theorem 1, to find the underlying division algebra D is to find a
diagonalizing matrix P. In this case, a P and its inverse are given by
1 0 1 3 	2 	3 3 1
0 1 0 	1 2 3 	2 	1	1P P  .
1 1 0 0 	3 	3 3 2	 0 	 0
0 0 2 3 2 2 	2 	1
Now compute the matrix for D:
0 112 0 0
	112 0 0 0tP AP  .
0 0 0 12	 0
0 0 	12 0
By Theorem 1,
D u , u  u , uŽ . Ž .1 2 3 412 2
 4where u , u , u , u is a new basis of uniformizers of F written in terms1 2 3 4
of the t via P	1 ’s columns:i
u  t	2 t 2 t	3 t 2 , u  t	3 t 3 t	3 t 2 , u  t 3 t	2 t 3 t	2 ,1 1 2 3 4 2 1 2 3 4 3 1 2 3 4
u  t t	1 t 2 t	1 .4 1 2 3 4
To verify this result directly, note D is a division algebra since u and u1 2
are independent uniformizers, and D A by substitution:
D u , u  u , uŽ . Ž .1 2 3 412 2
 t	2 t 2 t	3 t 2 , t	3 t 3 t	3 t 2  t 3 t	2 t 3 t	2 , t t	1 t 2 t	1Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 412 2
	6 	6 	3 	2
 t , t  t , t  t , t  t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 112 12 2 2
6 9 6 3 	4 t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 412 12 2 2 12
	6 	3 	2 	6 	9 t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 1 1 4 4 1 2 3 3 212 2 2 12 12
	4 	3 4 6 2 t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 3 2 2 4 4 2 2 42 2 12 12 2
2 	6 	6 	3 	4 t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 2 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 32 12 12 2 2
2 3 5
 t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  t , t  A.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 42 4 3 4 6 2
Ž .From D’s presentation it is easy to see that ind A  12  2 24.
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2. INDEX COMPUTATION BY PFAFFIANS
This section is concerned with effectively computing the index of a
Brauer class directly from its defining parameters. By Theorem 1 this is
equivalent to computing the order of the corresponding alternate matrix’s
row space in terms of the matrix’s entries.
Ž .As ordinarily defined, the determinant has no meaning on M  .n
Multiplication is not well defined on  since, for example, 13 43
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .and 12 32, yet 13 12  16 while 43 32  0. However,
² :16, 13, 12 is well defined. The next lemma generalizes this notion,
leading to a suitable definition of determinant.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a finite subgroup of , and let P  be the
set of ’s subsets. There is a well-defined operation
R R P Ž .
a c ac
,  , R .¦ ;ž /b d bd
² :Proof. It suffices to have R ab, cd . Suppose ab
m and
cd
 n are representatives in  of ab and cd in . Then the result
follows from
a c ac an cm ac a c

m 
 n  
 
 
mn mod , .¦ ;ž / ž / ž /b d bd b d bd b d
Ž . Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. For a given AM  , let m m A  n k k
be the subgroup generated by A’s minors of degree  k, taken naıvely.¨
Ž . Ž .Set m A m A .n
‘‘Taken naıvely’’ means computed from an arbitrary representative of A¨
Ž .in M  , then interpreted mod. Clearly m is well defined, and if mn 1 k	1
is well defined then m is well defined if for each degree k minor C, thek
² :group C, m is well defined. But by row expansion, C is a lineark	1
combination of products of A’s entries and degree k	 1 minors. Each
term generates a well-defined subgroup with m by Lemma 2.1, there-k	1
fore so does the linear combination.
Observe that m is invariant under elementary row and column opera-k
tions on A. For interchange permutes A’s minors among themselves, and
changes the sign of some, which does not affect m . Multiplication of anyk
row or column by a unit introduces the unit as a factor in the minors
involving that row or column, by the determinant’s linearity. Since multipli-
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cation by a unit is an automorphism, it does not affect m . Finally, addingk
multiples of one row or column to another does not affect m because ofk
the determinant’s alternating property.
 Ž . The order of A’s row space  A is invariant under elementary row
and column operations. This is clear for row operations. Column opera-
Ž .ntions may permute  ’s factors, but this induces an automorphism
Ž .that sends  A to an isomorphic group.
Ž .  Ž .   Ž . PROPOSITION 2.3. Let AM  . Then  A  m A .n
Proof. Let B be a diagonalization of A by elementary row and
 4  column operations, say B diag y , y , . . . , y , 0, . . . , 0 Jn, Theorem 3.8 .1 2 r
Ž . Ž .Clearly  B  B , where B is the ith row matrix, and since  A ’si ii
order is unaffected by row and column operations,
      A   B Ł y .Ž . Ž . i
   Ž .   Ž .   Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž . Clearly Ł y  m B , so  A  m B . Since m B m A ,  Ai
 Ž .  m A .
COROLLARY 2.4. Let F be strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
  Ž . Ž .class field. Let A  Br F be a class, and let AAlt  be then
Ž .  'corresponding alternate matrix. Then ind A  m A , the square root ofŽ .
the least common multiple of the orders of A’s minors, taken naıely.¨
Ž .Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 ii and Proposition
2.3.
Corollary 2.4 shows the index of A may be computed by examining A’s
n 2Ž .minors. But there are degree r minors of a degree n matrix. Thisr
limits the result’s practicality in even low degree cases. For example, the
index of a division algebra over a henselian field with rank 8 value group is
the square root of the least common multiple of the order of some 12,869
minors.
Ž .However, it turns out that m A is generated by the minors of the even
degree alternate submatrices, obtained by intersecting the same rows as
columns. This is a significant simplification; for example, there are 127
such submatrices in the degree 8 case.
Assume in the following that n is even. Let T be an alternate matrix of
degree n over a commutative ring. Since T is congruent to a direct sum of
Ž .alternate 2-blocks, det T is a square, equal to zero if T has odd degree.
The pfaffian of T is the square root
'pf T  det TŽ . Ž .
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Ž .with sign chosen so that pf T  1 when the entries t equal 1 for alli j
	 
i j. The pfaffian is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n2 . A
subpfaffian of T is the pfaffian of an alternate submatrix, obtained by
intersecting the same rows as columns. Say a subpfaffian has degree k if k
is the degree of the defining homogeneous polynomial in T ’s coefficients.
Thus a degree k subpfaffian belongs to a degree 2k alternate submatrix,
and the odd degree alternate submatrices, which have zero pfaffian, are
ignored.
Let K be the complete graph on n vertices. An r-matching of K is an n
set of r edges that share no vertices. A perfect matching of K is ann
n2-matching, i.e., a matching that includes every vertex. Let ij denote the
edge connecting vertices i and j. Fix the perfect matching
  12, 34, . . . , n	 1n . 2.5 4 Ž .0
The natural action of S on K ’s vertices determines a transitive action onn n
the set of perfect matchings. Every perfect matching has form





 4 , . . . ,
 n	 1 
 n 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
for some 
 S . The weight of  with respect to T is the productn







 Chapter 7 in G proves that if T is an alternate matrix over a commutative
ring,
pf T  wt  , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý

where the sum is over all perfect matchings of K , and the pfaffian is asn
usual. For example, if T , T and T have degrees 2, 4 and 6, then2 4 6
pf T  tŽ .2 12
pf T  t t 	 t t 
 t tŽ .4 12 34 13 24 14 23
pf T  t t t 	 t t t 
 t t t 	 t t t 
 t t tŽ .6 12 34 56 12 35 46 12 36 45 13 24 56 13 25 46
	 t t t 
 t t t 	 t t t 
 t t t 
 t t t13 26 45 14 23 56 14 25 36 14 26 35 15 23 46
	 t t t 	 t t t 
 t t t 	 t t t 
 t t t .15 24 36 15 26 34 16 25 34 16 24 35 16 23 45
A different notion is needed over , where multiplication is unde-
fined.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.7. For AAlt  , let pf  pf A be the subgroupn k k
of  generated by A’s subpfaffians of degree  k, computed naıvely.¨
Ž . Ž .Set pf A  pf A .	n2 
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A ‘‘naıve pfaffian’’ is one computed from a representative over ,¨
interpreted mod. That pf is well defined follows from Lemma 2.1 andk
 the standard row expansion formula for pfaffians Jn, Exercise 6.2.5 . Note
Definition 2.7 is for matrices oer  only.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.8. Fix AAlt  . Then pf A  m A . In' Ž .n k 2 k
Ž .particular, pf is inariant under row and column operations, and pf Ak' m A .Ž .
Proof. Note that m is invariant under row and column operations.2 k
Ž .Let D be A’s 2-block form. It’s clear that m D is generated by the2 k
minors of D’s alternate submatrices of degree  2k, i.e., the squares of
Ž . Ž .2D’s subpfaffians of degree  k. Thus m D  pf D , therefore2 k k
Ž .pf D  m D  m A .' 'Ž . Ž .k 2 k 2 k
To finish the proof it will first be shown that congruence transforma-
Ž .tions on Alt  send degree k subpfaffians to -linear combinations ofn
degree k subpfaffians.
Ž .LEMMA 2.9. Let R be a commutatie ring, and let AAlt R for somek
Ž . t Ž .k. Let QM R , and set B Q AQAlt R . Then any subpfaffian ofk k
B is a linear combination of subpfaffians of A of the same degree, with
coefficients in the ring generated oer R’s prime ring by Q ’s coefficients.
Proof. Let n k be even. View A as the matrix with respect to the
 4 kstandard basis e , . . . , e of the alternate form on V R defined by1 k
² : tx, y  x A y. Let W V  V be the n-fold tensor product. De-R R
fine an R-linear function
 : W R







where the sum is taken over all perfect matchings  of K , and 
 S isn n
Ž . Ž . ² :such that  
  , where  is as in 2.5 . Note that since , is0 0
alternate, the value of each term in the sum is independent of the choice
Ž .of 
 . Observe that  e   e  0 if the i , . . . , i are not alli i 1 n1 n
Ž . Ž .distinct, otherwise by 2.6  e   e is the subpfaffian of Ai i1 n
defined by rows i , . . . , i and columns i , . . . , i .1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .Let Q q , and let f  Qe Ý q e . Then B is the matrix bi j j j i i j i i j
² :  4with b  f , f . For any distinct j , . . . , j in 1, . . . , k the subpfaffian ofi j i j 1 n
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B defined by rows and columns j , . . . , j is1 n
k k
 f   f  q e   q eŽ . Ý Ýji j i j i i j in 1 1 1 n n nž /i 1 i 11 n
k k
  q  q  e   e ,Ž .Ý Ý i j i j i i1 1 n n 1 n
i 1 i 11 n
which gives the desired conclusion.
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Proof of Proposition 2.8 Continued . Now let A, DAlt  be rep-n
resentatives over  of A, D, respectively. Since A and D are congruent,
ˆby Lemma 2.9 each degree k subpfaffian of A equals a linear combination
ˆof degree k subpfaffians of D, and vice versa. These equations are
preserved mod, so the same result holds for A and D. Therefore
Ž . Ž . Ž .pf A  pf D . Since pf D  m A , this completes the proof.' Ž .k k k 2 k
Remark 2.10. Proposition 2.8 was originally proved by deriving for each
minor of an alternate matrix an equivalent -linear combination of pfaffi-
ans and two-pfaffian products. Though amusing, an explicit formula turns
out to be more than enough to prove Proposition 2.8; only the existence of
such a formula is needed, and then only for subpfaffians. Seeing this,
Wadsworth generously supplied the above Lemma 2.9, thus saving the
reader from the prospect of working through the lengthy original proof,
 which is now in B .
THEOREM 2. Suppose F is strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
field. Let t , . . . , t be a basis of uniformizers for F . Let1 n
p p12 n	1 nA t , t   t , tŽ . Ž .q q1 2 F F n	1 n12 n	1 n
Ž . Ž .be a central simple F-algebra, and let A in A Ý p q e 	 e F i j i j i j ji
Ž . Ž . Ž .Alt  be the corresponding alternate matrix, as in 1.4 . Thenn
 ind A  pf AŽ . Ž .
 Ž . and pf A is the least common multiple of the order of A’s subpfaffians,
taken naıely.¨
Ž .  Ž . Proof. By Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 2.6, ind A  pf A . This
 Ž . proves the first statement. By Definition 2.7, pf A is the least common
¨multiple of the order of A’s subpfaffians, taken naively. This proves the
second statement.
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Remark 2.11. Wadsworth suggested that the relative value group of a
class’s underlying division algebra should be recoverable from the data
associated with the class’s alternate matrix. Here is how that works.
Ž .Fix AAlt  . Definition 2.2 gives a chain of subgroupsn
m m   m m A .Ž .1 2 n
Let k be smallest such that m m . Then there corresponds ak	1 k
sequence of numbers
     m m m2 3 k
 m , , , . . . , 2.12Ž .1      m m m1 2 k	1
all greater than 1. Since the m are invariant under elementary transfor-i
mations, these numbers can be evaluated by looking at A’s 2-block form.
       Then it is evident that m  m  m  A , and for odd i j,1 2 1
     m m mi i
1 j  .
     m m mi	1 i j	1
On the other hand, if D is the division algebra underlying the Brauer class
corresponding to A, it is easy to see the relative value group   equalsD F
Ž .the row space  D . Therefore   ’s rank equals k, and its abelianD F
Ž .group invariants are given by the sequence 2.12 , in ascending order.
Ž .Example 2.13. The formula for the pfaffian of a degree 4 matrix a isi j
a a 	 a a 
 a a . Let A be as in example 1.15, with matrix12 34 13 24 14 23
0 12 14 23
	12 0 34 56
A .	14 	34 0 12	 0	23 	56 	12 0
Ž .          By Theorem 2, ind A  lcm 12 , 14 , 13 , 16 , 14 	 524 

4612  24.
Ž .3. MORPHISMS OF Br F
nŽ .Let N . Lexicographically order the N pairs ij, i j, and then the2
Ž .   4 Ž .pairs of pairs ij, kl . Let e i j; k l be a -basis for M  ,i j, k l N
Ž .extended as necessary. As in 1.3 , the map e 	 e  e for k lk l lk k l
determines an isomorphism
NAlt   Ž . Ž .n 3.1Ž .
˜A A.
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Ž .Thus the automorphism and endomorphism groups of Br F are isomor-
ŽŽ .N . ŽŽ .N .phic to Aut  and End  . Now to compute these groups.
Let l be prime. Partial fraction decomposition in  induces a decom-
position of  into l-primary torsion subgroups
    1l .Ž . 
l
Let  be the ring of l-adic integers. The Prufer ring¨l
ˆ Ł l
l
acts by pointwise multiplication on the partial fraction decomposition, thus
defining an endomorphism of . It is easy to show that in fact
ˆ ˆŽ .End   . The action of  on  embeds  into  on the
diagonal.
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Since  is a -module, the action of M  on M  is welln n
ˆŽ .defined. Let Cong  denote the ring of congruence transformationsn
t ˆŽ . Ž .P  P on Alt  with coefficients in , with operations given byn
addition and composition. Each congruence transformation determines an
Ž . Ž .N Ž .endomorphism of Alt  , i.e., an endomorphism of  by 3.1 .n
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Thus by Lemma 10 there is a map Cong  M  now to determinen N
it.
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .Let  be the quotient field of . For each PM  , let p be then i j, k l
degree 2 minor of P defined by intersecting rows i, j and columns k, l.
Ž .Define the multiplicative monoid homomorphism
ˆ ˆM  M Ž . Ž .n N
3.2Ž . 2PP  p e .Ý i j , k l i j , k l
ij , kl
 2 Ž  2 .k lThen P is the matrix of degree 2 minors of P, with columns P
k l t ˆŽ . Ž .P P . The expression of P  P  Cong  as an element ofn
ˆŽ .M  is given by the induced monoid mapN
ˆ ˆCong  M Ž . Ž .n N 3.3Ž .
P  P tP 2 .Ž .
This is shown in the proof of Substitution Lemma 1.5. Explicitly, if
ˆŽ . Ž .PM  and A a ,n i j
 k l Nt  2  2˜P AP P A a P   .Ž . Ž .Ý k l
kl
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ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .Clearly 3.2 and 3.3 are defined over . Since 3.2 is multiplicative, it
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .maps GL  to GL  .n N
THEOREM 3. Suppose F is strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
nŽ .field and rank n alue group. Let N . Then2
ˆ ˆEnd Br F M  and Aut Br F GL  .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .N N
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .The image of GL  in GL  under 3.2 is a subgroup of index-preser-n N
Ž .ing automorphisms of Br F .
ˆ NŽ . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since End    and Br F   , the first statement
is immediate. By Theorem 1, the index of a Brauer element given by
Ž .AAlt  is the order of A’s row space. It has already beenn
observed that congruent matrices have isomorphic row spaces. Therefore
ˆŽ . Ž .the invertible elements of Cong  preserve index, and since 3.3 isn
Ž .induced by 3.2 , the result follows.
4. RESTRICTION AND CORESTRICTION
Ž .Let KF be a finite extension. Since F is strictly henselian, Br K and
Ž . Ž .Br F are both isomorphic to Alt  . The cohomological restrictionn
from F to K was computed in Substitution Lemma 1.5. The corestriction
from K to F will be computed presently.
 4  4  Let t , t , . . . , t and u , . . . , u be uniformizer bases for F and K ,1 2 n 1 n
respectively. Since F is strictly henselian, each u is a scalar multiple of aj
product t q1 j t q2 j  t qn j, q . Thus K is represented by an invertible1 2 n i j
Ž .matrix Q whose jth column is the exponent vector q , q , . . . , q .1 j 2 j n j
Clearly another matrix represents the same extension KF if and only if it
is obtained from Q by elementary column operations.
THEOREM 4. Suppose F is strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
nŽ .field. Let N . Let KF be a finite extension of degree d, with basis of2
 4 Ž . Ž .uniformizers u , . . . , u . Let QGL  and PGL  be deter-1 n n n 
qi j p i j Ž . Ž .  Ž . mined by u Ł t and t Ł u as in 1.6 and 1.7 . Then d m P ,j i i j i i
and the following diagram commutes,
invF  N Ž . Ž . Ž .Br F Alt  n
  
t 2res Ž .F  K P  P P
invK  N Ž . Ž . Ž .Br K Alt  n
  
t 2cor Ž .' 'K  F d Q  d Q d Q
invF  N Ž . Ž . Ž .Br F Alt   .n
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Ž .Proof. By Substitution Lemma 1.5 and 3.3 , the top half commutes and
 Ž . d m P . Let d also stand for the matrix dI. Since P is invertible,
restriction is surjective. The composition cor res is multiplicationK F F K
Ž .  2 Ž  2 .	1by d. Since 3.2 is a monoid map, Q  P . Therefore since
res is P 2, cor is the matrix dQ 2.F K K F
 2 Ž . Ž .To see directly that dQ belongs to M  , let BGL  be aN n
t Ž .	1basis change such that PBP B is diagonal. Let E P . If
 4 Ž . 2  4P diag d , d , . . . , d , then P  diag d d , d d , . . . , d d and1 2 n 1 2 1 3 n	1 n
d d d
 2dE  diag , , . . . , .½ 5d d d d d d1 2 1 3 n	1 n
 2 Ž . Ž .Since d d d  d , this shows dE M  . Since 3.2 is multi-1 2 n N
plicative,
2 2 2 t t  2  2dQ  d B E B  B dE B M  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / N
 2 t' 'Ž . Ž .Since dQ M  , the congruence transformation d Q  d Q has aN 'Ž . Ž .  well-defined action on Alt  by 3.3 , defined over  d . Thisn
completes the proof.
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4 gives a criterion for determining the splitting
  Ž .fields of a given A  Br F ; they are exactly those fields whose associ-
 2 ˜ NŽ .ated matrix P splits the vector A  . Thus they are repre-
N ˜sented by a set of N independent vectors in  , dual to A under the
ˆ N NŽ .‘‘inner product’’ pairing     given by
n	1n
² :p , . . . , p , a , . . . , a  p a .Ž . Ž . Ýi j , 12 i j , n	1n 12 n	1n i j , k l k l
kl12
5. RELATIVE BRAUER GROUP
The kernel of the restriction homomorphism res is the relatie BrauerF K
Ž .group Br KF . This is easily computed, as follows.
THEOREM 5. Suppose F is strictly henselian with characteristic 0 residue
Ž .field. Let KF be a finite extension. Let PGL  be a matrix represent-n 
ing K , as in Theorem 4. Then
N N
Br KF   ,Ž . 2  2  P  PŽ . Ž .
Ž  2 . 2 Ž . N  2where  P   P   is the row space of P .
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Proof. Since  is a PID, P is equivalent to a diagonal matrix J,
 Ž .Theorem 3.8 . That is, there exist B, CGL  such that BP C isn
Ž . tdiagonal. Diagonalizing preserves the kernel of P  P up to isomor-
 4  2phism, so assume P is diagonal, say P diag d , . . . , d . Then P 1 n
 4diag d d , d d , . . . , d d . By Theorem 4,1 2 1 3 n	1 n
Br KF   d d   d d    d d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 n	1 n
Elementary operations do not affect a row space’s isomorphism class. P’s
Ž . nrow space is the subgroup  P   generated by the d e , and the rowi i
 2 2 Ž . Nspace of P is  P   , generated by the d d e , i j. Thereforei j i j
N N
Br KF   .Ž . 2  2  P  PŽ . Ž .
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